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Rental of a luxuriouse yacht in Düsseldorf 

20mtr ship 

2 -12 persons 

From 1. March – 30. Sepetmber 2017 

 on your request – from 2 hours  up to 3 days 
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Rental of a 20 mtr yacht in Düsseldorf 

 

From the 1st march 2017 we are able to offer you a special event on the rhine: Rental of a luxurious yacht in Düsseldorf. 

 

This yacht is one of the most impressive ships cruising on the Rhine near Düsseldorf. It has a displacement of 55 tonnes and a length 
of 20 meters.  The bright and spacious air-conditioned interior of the cabin with mini bar and kitchen on board offers you an 
exclusive comfort. 

Enjoy the exhilaration of an river cruise in complete luxury on the magnificent Yacht, offering every possible passenger comfort 
coupled with the highest standards in navigational and safety equipment. A maximum of 12 guests will find plenty of space on the 
decks for relaxing and sunbathing.  

A perfect place for your meeting! 
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Rental of a 20 mtr yacht in Düsseldorf 

 

It´s possible to rent this yacht for 2 hours, or for a half-day trip or for more than 2 days. According to your wishes and needs we can 
also offer you interesting excursions, e.g. trips from Düsseldorf to Cologne or to the lower-rhine area. But it´s also possible just 
cruising along the panorama of the Altstadt in Düsseldorf enjoying an BBQ or other fine food and beverages.  

 

Düsseldorf an Cologne is the ideal starting point for tours along the romantic Rhine (since 2002 UNESCO World Cultural Heritage 
Site) with its castles and fortresses as well as the world heritage site of the middle Rhine valley (Bonn, Königswinter/Bad Honnef, 
Linz, Koblenz) 
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Rental of a 20 mtr yacht in Düsseldorf 
impressions from the upper deck 
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Rental of a 20 mtr yacht in Düsseldorf 
impressions from the 1st  deck 
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Rental of a 20 mtr yacht in Düsseldorf 
impressions from the 1st  deck 



Erfahrung & Kompetenz seit 20 Jahren 

References 

Base/E-Plus 
"Everything went well and EVERYBODY was very pleased about the City Rally. Nobody expected to  

receive something at the brewery so that also was a very special surprise for them. I received  

feedback from the whole team, so 15 people in total and didn't hear anything bad on the contrary it 
was  

all good and they were very excited. I really want to thank you and your team for organizing this. Well  

done to everybody and who knows for the future!! We will certainly recommend you guys!” 

Vorwerk 
“I would like to personally thank you for the production and realization of the marketing conference.  

The conference was very successful.   

In my view, and I am sure I would be speaking for many of my colleagues, the THERMA event was an 
incredible success.  

  

I am pleased to say thank you for your patience, for attending my/our requests with such precision 
and professionalism, for sharing your ideas for a better event! Thank you guys!” 

SAPPI Europe SA 
"In my many years of event management experience I have not often come across a company such as  

Cultour Eventmanagement which has such a professional and dedicated approach towards customer  

care. I would like to compliment and thank you and your team for the role you all played towards the  

success of our event. Our guests have commended on this excellent service and you have most  

certainly helped us achieve our goal of making this a memorable and pleasurable time. We are proud 
to  

have been associated with Cultour Eventmanagement." 
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Munksjö Arches SAS 
“I would like to thank you again for your good job and your involvement for this evening. Your know-
how and your good humor contributed to the success of this antistatic evening! 

You have absolutely known highlight these antistatic works of art and create a cocooning atmosphere! 
Not forgetting the beautiful Svenja which has done the moderation perfectly! 

May thanks to your Team and all other hands, who were very helpful!” 

Shiseido Europe 
“I would like to sincerely thank you for your support for organizing this event. 
Transfers hotel-park & park-restaurant went well with a nice bus driver and a perfect respect of timing 
so that everything worked smoothly. GPS Rally was top. I think everybody enjoyed this animation, 
even if it was a bit hard to find hidden objects sometimes! 
I think we did a good choice as this animation allowed people to talk to each other and better know 
each other. As to the restaurant, everything came off well too. We spent a pleasant evening with kind 
waiters and a delicious meal. And this place allowed those who were not too tired to play at the casino 
afterwards so it was nice! Thank you again for your help and your availability throughout the 
organization.” 

Borealis AG, Wien: 
„We would like to take the chance to thank ALL of you and your colleagues for the great work you have 
delivered before and during our customer event in Düsseldorf. We have been satisfied with your 
service, support and individual efforts you have given to Borealis! 
Our event was very well perceived by our customers as well as by our own people. Our sales received 
really a very good feedback from our customers. All in all we have been 100% successful in „bringing 
energy all around“ on that evening. Thanks for that!“ 
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Cultour Eventmanagement GmbH, Düsseldorf 

 

The presented concepts and ideas are intended solely for the client. The 
completed development and the right of use remains property to Cultour 

Eventmanagement GmbH. This is true even if you paid a fee for the 
presentation. Any processing, use, copying, reproduction, exhibition and 

dissemination of work is permitted only with written consent. Only Cultour 
Eventmanagement GmbH is entitled to implement to concepts and ideas, 
that also relates individual components. If the concepts and ideas are not 
properly utilized Cultour Eventmanagement GmbH is entitled to use the 

content in its entirely or parts of the content for other purposes. 

Copyright Clause 
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